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Guidance on Asking Questions 
Inside the Akashic Records



Welcome to Wildly Rooted! 
I 'm Venessa ~ an intuit ive
nourishment guide, Akashic Soul
Record channeler,  cl inician, host
of the Feed Your Wild podcast,  &
wild mama committed to helping
you connect with your soul ’s
purpose as a healer and tap into
your intuit ive gifts so you can
make deep & divinely guided
impact for your cl ients,  patients,
& the world.

I  created this guide to assist you
in navigating the beautiful  Art of
Questions in working with the
Akashic Records ~ a sacred
realm and practice that is truly
heal ing & l i fe-changing. It 's my
prayer that this guide serves you
in the highest way.
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What are the Akashic Records?

The Akashic Records are a vast,
energetic database that holds the
vibrational imprints of your soul ,  soul 's
history and purpose in this l i fe .  

Ask and explore questions relat ing to
heal ing themes and anything pertaining
to the evolution of the present
incarnation of your soul ’s journey. 

The Records originate in divine
potential  beyond l inear t ime and space,
f lowing into form through the creative
effort of our l ives.  Thus your Akashic
Records is not a book in heaven, but a
unique f low of divine knowing “written”
in this moment by you and for you. 

The Akashic Records are maintained by
the Guides or Keepers of the Akashic
Records for the purpose of providing
information and heal ing.

OVERVIEW
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OVERVIEW
The Akashic Records are a sacred
realm, and entry therein requires the
vibration of a pure and sincere intent to
further one’s spir itual progress (as
opposed to curiosity or entertainment -
this is not for use as a “party tr ick” or
other insincere purpose).

One of the most important keys to
receiving an accurate and powerful
reading of your Akashic Records, is
knowing what kinds of questions to ask.  

Some questions yield lots of
information from the Akashic Records,
while others wil l  yield l i tt le or no
information-- or they won't  yield the
KIND of information you are seeking.

So as you begin to formulate your
questions, I 've provided some
guidel ines to fol low in the fol lowing
pages.
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Formulating questions is not just an
art . . .  i t 's a portal  to higher knowing
and i l lumination.  It  is a beginning ~
the start of an expansive journey
into the heart .

The moment you begin to inquire,
sincerely,  the Universe conspires to
support you. Contemplation & asking
well-formulated, heart-centered
questions leads you to communion
with your highest Self  and al l  of
Creation - unlocking great mysteries
and guiding you to re-member your
True Self .

THE ART OF
QUESTIONING
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01
Seek deeper information,
clarity,  insight and
understanding.

LOOK DEEPER 02
Seek guidance in relat ion
to your best course of
action.

BEST COURSE

03
Are open-ended and al low
for possibi l i t ies beyond
your imagination or l imited
understanding.

OPEN UP 04
Have a journal ist ic approach,
which uti l izes curiosity and
non-judgement,  al lowing for
higher-level insights.

GET CURIOUS

ASK QUESTIONS THAT...
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Spiritual growth or path
Interaction with friends and family
Repeating patterns and behaviors
Recurring dreams
Influences from past lives (as they
pertain to here & now)
Influences from outside sources
Soul purpose; its alignment with
one’s personality
Creative expression

There are an infinite amount of
topics and themes you could
explore in the Akashic Records,
which can be both exhilirating and
daunting! We recommend starting
off with a topic that is most relevant
to your current life situation and
one that could bring forth the most
growth for your soul. Here are some
ideas to get you started:

WHERE
TO START
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Just the exercise of creating questions
can be awakening. This discovery
process immediately starts to move
energy inside you. By formulating the
questions, you wil l  begin the process of
peel ing away the layers that cover up
your heart 's desires.

There are many ‘types’ of questions to
ask. It  is always the ‘ intent’  behind the
question that reveals the vibration of the
question itself .  When creating your
questions, think back from the end. 
What is i t  you’re looking to know, have
guidance and direction with or need
clarity around?

You want to know as much information as
you can to help you shift ,  transform or
create new experiences and outcomes. 
In order to do this,  ask questions that
provide expansive answers.
You want to al low the conversation to
broaden, deepen and open up to al l
possibi l i t ies and insights.  

THE QUALITY
OF QUESTIONS
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TYPES OF QUESTIONS
"The quality of your life is a direct reflection of the

quality of the questions you are asking yourself" 
~ Anthony Robbins

 
"The wise man doesn't give the right answers, 

he poses the right questions." 
~ Claude Levi-Strauss

The quality of the reading is in direct proportion to
the integrity of the questions and the intention
behind them. Here are some guidelines and tips
on how to create a fruitful question based on type:

What Questions:
These are the most expansive questions
and wil l  generate much insight.

Ex. What do I need to know in order to feel more peace
in my life?

How Questions:
These are also expansive and al low for
guidance and direction to come forth
openly.

Ex. How can I create more joy in my life?
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TYPES OF QUESTIONS
Where Questions:
Know that space does not exist in the
ethereal realm and therefore sol id
answers cannot be guaranteed as they
may change due to external inf luences.

Try phrasing your question this way:
Ex. What do the Masters and Teachers have to share
with me on moving to Cleveland?
Ex. What do the Masters and Teachers have to tell me
about my new job?

When Questions:
Time does not exist in the Spirit realm and
therefore answers may shift and change based on
external factors not considered when a question
is asked. 

Try phrasing your question this way:
Ex. What do I need to change in myself (my life) to allow
______ to happen?
Ex. What must take place before that (happening) occurs?
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TYPES OF QUESTIONS
Why Questions:
These questions come from one’s
personal ity and often seek someone or
something to blame and tend to contract
instead of expands the answers.

Should or Would Questions:
Try not to use questions using the word
‘should’  or ‘would’ .  

Try to identify what the real reason is
behind your question and ask about that .

Yes/No and Either/Or Questions:
Avoid these questions as they do not
provide you the abi l i ty to expand the
subject matter and discuss the potential
around the issue.
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A good Akashic Records reader wil l  always
be with you to assist the phrasing of
questions and the deepening of your
reading. It  is not necessary to have your
question perfect but better to have as clear
an understanding about the guidance you
are seeking. 

Also know, there may be t imes the Masters
& Teachers do not directly answer
questions i f  they determine this wil l
interfere with your free wil l  or Divine
timing. After any reading, i t  is important for
you to review the session in the context of
your l i fe and take responsibi l i ty for the
choices you make as a result .

INTENTION IS
EVERYTHING
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What steps can I take to lead a more fulfilling and
purposeful life?

What erroneous belief operates in my life that causes me
to experience the world in the way I do?

Where did it originate?
How do I release it, shift it, or heal it?

What am I not seeing that would help me to lead a
fuller, more enriching life?

What is my Soul's intention regarding the pattern of
______?

How can I open my heart to ___________?

What resources can I utilize to assist me with parenting
/marriage /etc?

What is blocking me from ______________________?

                    …failed relationships?
                    …my lack of ambition?
                    ...my dreams?
                    …my career choices?

                    …love more?
                    …allow people into my life?
                    …make the changes I know am scared to make?

MORE EXAMPLES
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What is blocking me from ______________________?

What lessons can I learn from my past lives that can
help me understand________?

Please give me insight into the situation of __________.

What more do I need to know about ____________?

What do I need to release to ___________

What unhealed issue keeps me feeling isolated from
people?

Why do I have difficulty getting along with
________(person's name) at work?

           …attracting and maintaining a healthy, loving
             relationship?
           …creating/attracting and maintaining the abundance 
             & prosperity of the Universe?
           …moving forward with _________?

           …my current health battle?
           …why I feel a calling to become a healer?
           …why I fall into victim patterns?

           …learn to trust myself?
           …accept myself so I can feel whole and complete?
           …allow money into my life?
           …allow health back into my life?

MORE EXAMPLES
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What are my greatest challenges/fears at this time?, and
What is the root of this?

What are my resources to resolve my fears? What lessons
can I learn from this?

What talents did I incarnate with that I need to use
now to further my growth?

What is the underlying issue between me and my
mother/father/boss/etc.?

How do I bring my mother/father/boss issues to a
resolution?

What am I ultimately looking for in this lifetime?

Is there anything else I need to know?

MORE EXAMPLES
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"The Akashic Records provide a way to be in
conscious, direct relationship with the Divine

Presence in an intimate and manageable format. The
Records are being opened to nonclerical

people like you and me who are the hope of the future."
~ LINDA HOWE
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Ready to Say YES to Your Calling as the Intuitive
Healing Practitioner You're Meant To Be?

LEARN MORE

W W W . W I L D L Y R O O T E D . C O M / A P P L Y

NEXT STEPS...

We help our cl ients tap into their intuit ive
gifts,  work with the Akashic Records, and
create a transformative Intuit ive Heal ing

practice they love so they can make deep &
divinely guided impact for their cl ients,

patients,  & the world!
 

Apply now for your invitat ion to a private
training on “How to Create A Transformative
Intuit ive Heal ing Practice You Love” where

you' l l  learn my 3-part Intuit ive Heal ing Matrix .

https://www.wildlyrooted.com/apply/
https://www.wildlyrooted.com/apply/

